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Email Overload, Information Silos and 
Cluttered Workflows

Outlook, SharePoint, Google Drive, Dropbox, Basecamp, Mavenlink, Skype, 
Trello, Evernote, LinkedIn, text messages, instant messenger, multiple email 
accounts, team meetings, coffee break discussions, off-site brainstorming 
sessions, scrap pieces of paper – your company’s formal (and informal) 
knowledge base is spread across more applications and programs than you 
could possibly keep track of. 

To further complicate matters, a stream of internal emails, sales and marketing 
collateral, inspiration that strikes any time and any place, vital messaging points, 
breakthrough product innovations and a whole lot more all live separately – 
siloed off and buried deep within local devices and behind personal accounts – 
in different locations throughout an organization.
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Project managers can waste half their days playing 
operator to facilitate communication between 
outside vendors, freelancers, and team leads within 
the company.

Despite best efforts, subtle – yet important – 
nuances are often lost in translation, leading to 
miscommunication, wasted time, missed deadlines, 
unusable work based on outdated information, and 
delayed product launches. 

All of these things stem frustration for team 
members and result in mistakes, burnout, and overall 
inefficiencies, which can cost companies millions 
of dollars. 

By implementing an internal communication platform that more closely mimics 
social tools those very same employees already use outside of work.  This not 
only creates more productive teams and businesses, it practically eliminates 
platform fatigue.

A socially powered enterprise collaboration platform delivers improved 
profitability, increased efficiency, and accelerated business results for mid-
market organizations and enterprise teams.  The platform enables businesses 
to take advantage of existing workflow apps, storage systems, and document 
management tools in a single location.  No more grappling with multiple 
programs or hours spent tracing a digital paper trail to find the latest version of 
a document.

By standardizing on a single platform, enterprises can bring distributed 
teams together to reinforce corporate culture and aid in knowledge sharing. 
Businesses can capture, collaborate, and secure knowledge in one place 
by tapping the power of their employees – the 
Collective Brain Trust – to be better, stronger, and 
faster than their competitors. 

Broadcasting versus 
Conversations

Traditional means of communicating – emails, 
message boards, file sharing, etc. – equate to 
broadcasting information.  This is rarely as effective 
as having a true conversation, a dialog where 
ideas can flow in real time, and all stakeholders 
are involved. Within organizations of any size, it’s 

Modern workers are 
faced with an endless 
barrage of programs, 
workflows and other 

tools required to simply 
complete their jobs. 
In recent years, this 

onslaught of apps has 
led to platform fatigue.

What companies need is a single hub – a way for everyone to see the 
overall picture and communicate together in one space, a way to facilitate 
the rapid exchange of information and ideas for team members in various 
locations to ensure that everyone is on the same page and has access to the 
same information. 

The way it stands, there’s no intuitive way for mid-market organizations to move 
forward cohesively.

Fighting Platform Fatigue

So how can organizations standardize and avoid “platform fatigue” – the 
frustration that results from the endless barrage of programs, workflows, and 
other tools employees need to simply complete their jobs?
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vital that all team members and departments are in 
constant communication so that everyone operates 
on the same wavelength.  

A social collaboration tool facilitates more 
conversations and less broadcasts, cutting distances 
so that everyone can follow a project or get a quick 
briefing, even when they aren’t able to make every 
meeting. Conversations allow for quick questions 
and faster answers. Unknowns become known more 
quickly when experts can be brought into the loop 
sooner rather than later.

workforce. This workforce will be shifting in the coming years, as millennial 
workers will comprise a majority of employees by 2019. They seek jobs that offer 
transparency, flexibility, and collaboration.

Collaboration platforms with an intuitive user experience, particularly one 
that mimics social technology, are more likely to be adopted. With features 
like wikis, blogs, social interactions such as sharing and liking, video chats, and 
activity feeds, users can begin using the technology right away – and see the 
benefits immediately.

  Searchability

Organizations need all communication – files, the internal company wiki, video 
calls – in a contained universe that can be easily searched, just like Google. 

No more wasted time searching through various documents for the password 
to a specific platform or hunting down an email for background on a project. 
Instead, users can access all files and communication via a single search that 
takes seconds, not minutes or hours.

  Consolidation

When conversations and information are being broadcasted out and 
responses taken in through various funnels, the issue becomes gathering 
information in a single area. 

For cross-functional teams, this struggle is multiplied, as each department 
has its own set of tools and programs for each task, leading to frustration, 
confusion, and hours spent trying to locate the right information in the right 
program, as well as the right person – or subject matter expert – to get the 
job done.

Sharing files, calendars, 
information, and 

decisions within a 
business environment 

leads to improved 
efficiency and better 

business results.

A collaboration platform provides a much-needed connection between various 
departments, office locations, and remote team members. A quick conversation 
enables nimbleness and quicker decision-making because involved parties 
aren’t waiting for email responses, returned voicemails, or someone else to log 
in to a platform to comment on something. 

A conversation invites improved communication, and with a social collaboration 
tool, those conversations are indexed, trackable, and searchable, so there’s an 
easy way to reference past decision-making processes. Not to mention, keeping 
everyone in the fold builds company culture and teamwork across departments.

Truly Social Collaboration 

A central hub enables real-time conversations and social collaboration amongst 
different departments, which is critical in today’s increasingly distributed 
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Consolidating a loose set information is incredibly challenging. And trying to 
compile everything via copy/paste methods across various sources – email, 
Skype, messenger windows, text messages, local files, cloud-based sharing 
platforms, etc. – is time-consuming and can be inaccurate as information 
changes constantly and human error comes into play.

Just think about this version of collaboration that is commonly found in 
today’s workplace:

 

  Streamlining

Building a cohesive corporate culture is essential to corporate success in an 
increasingly mobile world. Add in different time zones, and remote workers, 
which reinforce non-social interactions, and the challenge to optimize 
efficiency, productivity, and positive business outcomes can seem immense.

In today’s BYOD work environment, a work team needs syncing capabilities 
that allow them to seamlessly switch between mobile, laptop, and desktop 
devices. Streamlining all communications and moving from separate programs 
to a single platform saves hours of productivity and standardizes all teams on 

the same applications. 

Use Cases across 
Departments

Here’s how four different departments can 
utilize a social collaboration tool:

  Corporate Marketing

Corporate marketing team members are constantly fighting cluttered 
workflows. They’re asked for the same piece of marketing collateral again and 
again, while consuming valuable time and missing opportunities to connect 
with market influencers. 

But with a single collaboration hub, these same team members can upload 

With a collaboration 
platform in place, 
this entire scenario 
goes out the 
window. Everything is 
accessible via a central 
hub, even subject 
matter experts.

Creates document in a 
local folder

Uploads doc to sharing 
platform

Emails Person 2 to 
alert them to check file

Checks email to find out that 
doc is in sharing platform

Logs in to sharing platform 
to download doc

Makes edits on their local 
machine

Uploads the edited 
doc to the sharing 

platform

Sends email to let 
Person 1 know that the 

edited doc is in

�

+
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�

�
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PERSON 1 PERSON 2

� �

Collaboration 
in today’s workplace 

Rinse. Repeat.
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all the company documents in one place, enabling 
everyone on the team to search for and find what 
they need instantly – while creating a central 
place where everyone can ask questions and get 
information without wading through hundreds of 
emails a day.

  Human Resources

Human resources (HR) departments can shorten 
the hiring cycle by recruiting and retaining the 
most qualified workforce, especially as the 
millennial majority is poised to take over by 2019. 
A collaboration platform enables HR departments 
to streamline information such as emails, resumes, 

competitor analyses, and unique selling positions (USPs) with the option to 
converse around topics and make edits.

Creating those assets is also a time-consuming endeavor that’s made easier 
with a collaboration platform. No more time creating copy in Word, then 
forwarding via email to a design department that enters it into a project 
management program and later emails the finished project back to the 
marketing team. Rather, the entire process can be consolidated within a single 
location, where copy, images, drafts, and final sign off can all be tracked and 
collaboration is encouraged every step of the way.

  Sales

The importance of sales teams to connect to product and marketing 
resources in real time can’t be overstated. Implementing a single hub – a 
knowledge base – for remote sales teams means team leaders no longer 
need to constantly check-in or be Excel/database/IT gurus to find out what is 
happening with leads and customers. 

Sales reps can have real-time access to the latest product information and 
sales collateral without ever missing valuable insights gathered on the road 
by other reps. Selling time and responsiveness are improved when the entire 
team is connected to the rest of the organization.

Tracking information and 
documents across each 

app is time-consuming and 
inefficient, especially for 

today’s organizations that 
need to quickly and easily 

“get stuff done – together.” 

new labor laws, regulations, employee benefit information, onboarding and 
training materials, etc. in a single location. 

HR teams can also stay in closer touch with employees throughout their 
tenures. The teams can also experience seamless propagation and updates 
of vital documents and processes that help to capture an organization’s 
knowledge base in the face of turnover and distributed workforce scenarios – 
all while leveraging existing organizational productivity tools.

  Product Marketing

The product marketing team needs a way to preserve the Collective 
Brain Trust to leverage collaboration and experience while increasing 
responsiveness and driving innovation. Status updates and feedback happen 
quickly and in real-time. With a socially powered enterprise collaboration 
platform, team members can access product briefs, technical presentations, 
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Streamline Your Knowledge Universe 

Email is over-used and abused. Single projects are run through a daisy-chain of 
various programs and platforms for edits and approvals. Simple tasks quickly 
become labor-intensive projects. All of this results in employee burnout and 
overall cluttered workflow.

The modern company needs a way to consolidate all of its knowledge in one 
main company “brain” – a searchable platform that doesn’t forget or misplace 
anything, especially when an employee leaves or when a meeting is over and 
someone loses the sticky note they wrote that great idea on.

Employees can use social tools that are intuitive to more quickly and easily get 
stuff done, together. This approach improves collaboration and communication 
within an organization with a single solution that is searchable and integrates 
simply with all existing Microsoft tools, workflow apps, data stores, and 
technologies currently in use. 

Fight platform fatigue. See how a socially powered collaboration platform can 
transform your business. Sign up for a free trial of Incentive.

1600 Main Street Venice, CA 90291  |  Tel. +1-949-235-4375  |  info@incentive-inc.com

GET STARTED

http://trial.incentive-inc.com/

